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Human Factors for ATCOs, Dispatchers 
and Pilots in the Context of COVID

Webinar Synopsis:

More than a year after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic,
operational staff and their work environments continue to be
impacted by evolving health safety protocols and requirements,
and the associated stresses. During this webinar experts will share
their views about challenges and issues as well as tools that can
be used throughout the recovery, especially as traffic levels start
increasing.
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Timeline

Cycles: 63,348

Events/1000 cycles: 5,3

Safety report index: 66,9

Regular Operation

In Apr/20 lockdown is 

declared in Brazil

An overview about the new 

hazard on Covid-19 

operations 

Human Factors phone 

calls to operational 

employees

Action plan for risk 

mitigation

Operations

back on track

Several HF actions developed 

and applied in the 

organization 

Cycles: 5181 (- 91,8%)

Events/1000 cycles: 4,8 (-9,4%/1T20)

Safety report index: 15,7 (-23%/1T20)

Cycles: 31,937

Events/1000 cycles: 3,3

Safety report index: 84,2

Events/1000 cycles monthly

1Q20

2Q20

3Q20

4Q20

1Q21

+262% MoM



Covid-19 Hazard Identification

Human Factors active phone calls for operational employees

289555
Threats reported 

Operational Reports

• Loss of flying proficiency and system knowledge 

• ATC short cuts on approach as a Contributing Factor for  UA

• Increased incidence of bird reports

• Unorganized boarding and disembark (Tail Tipping trend)

Human Factors Reports

• Contamination 

• Job Instability

• Situational Awareness reduction

• Routine Changes

• Stressful work environment 

• Salary Reduction

Calls 

73%

27% Human Factor

Operational

Unstable Approach GOL /1000 cycles

Pandemic period



Covid-19 Mitigation Actions

➢ Human Factors Safety Bulletins and videos on how to keep 

healthy mindsets during Covid-19 

➢ Risk Assessment about covid-19

10
Risk Analysis

~150
Actions

➢ Personal Psychological Support 

➢ Human Factors Committee With Safety, Flight Ops and Medical 

department



Covid-19 Next Steps

➢ Mental Health Survey for all Operational employees  

Main Goal: Overview about how employees are facing this pandemic scenario, with the identification of symptoms of

emotional distress and how demands need to be addressed by Human Factors. These data will allow Human Factors

department to develop strategies to reduce the impact of these situations on a professional and personal level, mitigating the

risks to the Operation.

Schedule: From Apr/21 to Aug/21

➢ IATA Unstable Approach framework

Active member: IATA’s Safety Risk Management framework process consists of four phases:

1. Identify and document safety issue

2. Perform SRA resulting in recommendations

3. Evaluate, develop and implement recommendations

4. Continuous monitoring the safety issue

Main objective: write recommendations, aiming at the reduction of UAs and their consequential outcomes.

1) Gather information (intelligence on the issue) including safety performance statistics and industry best practices available

2) Perform a safety risk assessment

3) Issue final report with recommendations to initiate Phase III of the SRMF process
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Wellbeing pathway to resilience
Captain Jean-Benoît Toulouse

Webinar on Human Factors | May 20th, 2021



Why is Wellbeing an issue? 

Why should one worry 
about wellbeing?

Isn’t it already covered 
under medical part? 

How can wellbeing ease 
such a global crisis? 



What do we 
mean by 

Wellbeing? 

It is a state of living where the person is functioning 
well, cognitively, emotionally and socially; finds 
satisfaction in life and work; and contributes 
meaningfully within their community.

- Draft definition from the IFALPA PAWG



How will pilots contribute to the 
industry recovery?

Unlike dinosaurs pilots have 
already demonstrated their ability 
to adapt, in a word their 

RESILIENCE



Resilience: process by which individuals 
demonstrate more positive outcomes 
than would be expected, given the 
nature of the adversity experienced. 

A Cognitive Model of Psychological Resilience 

Sam Parsons, Anne-Wil Kruij t, and Elaine Fox 

Oxford Centre for Emotions and Affective Neuroscience (OCEAN), Department of Experimental Psychology, University of Oxford 



Resilience is a pillar for safety

•Has it been constructed? 

•Where does it come from?

• Is it innate? Acquired? If so, then where? How?



Resilience

• Resilience is fed by wellbeing 

• Resilience has to be demonstrated after initial 
training.

• It is fragile and certainly not constant at the scale of 
a career

• Has to be maintained through enhanced wellbeing



8 Dimensions of Wellbeing

Physical Intellectual Work Spiritual

Financial Social Emotional Environment



What does this 
mean for our 
partners?

• Operators

• Air Traffic Control

• Fellow pilots



So, what can be done?

❑ Each Stakeholder has a responsibility
▪ collaborate, 

▪ provide guidance 

▪ make resources and tools available

▪ educate on Support, Self-care and Fitness for Duty

▪ utilize Peer Support

❑ AMEs
▪ supportively discuss Wellbeing 

▪ refer to resources

❑ Us,PIlots ! we need to learn
▪ self care

▪ pro-actively seek support



In a nutshell… 

Critical Incident 
Response

Mitigates the effects of 
trauma

Peers
• Actively Listen

• Build Trust

• Offer Support

• Refer, if needed

Stress & Life 

Crises
Offers coping 

mechanisms, identifying 

resources and solutions,  

Medical 
Certification

Concerns
Liaise with AME and 

Regulator

Training 
Issues

Collaborate with 
Training to identify 

feasible solution 

Professional 

Standards
Facilitate conflict 

resolution

Substance 
Addiction

Triage with Regulator, 
Management and AME over 

recovery process

I understand your world, can relate to 

your challenges and can be of support

you through the difficult circumstances.



Pilot Assistance Programs
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Marc Baumgartner 
IFATCA 

SESAR coordinator 

Safely Navigating the Industry Recovery

Human Factor – the ATCO perspective  

COVID-19 – IFATCA

https://www.ifatca.org/covid-19/
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COVID-19 – IFATCA

https://www.ifatca.org/covid-19/
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Source Daimlermagazine.com
Source airbus stock imagine
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Context
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Context

Performance Insight 2 - Preliminary impacts of COVID-19 on the ANS industry | 
Aviation Intelligence Unit Portal (ansperformance.eu)

https://ansperformance.eu/publications/prc/news/2021_03_23_pi_eco_covid/
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Recovery

Source @lasamericastower_ atc_views

Maintain proficiency  

Source CASA online shop

COVID-19 - Grounded aircraft in the EUROCONTROL area | Aviation Intelligence Unit Portal 
(ansperformance.eu)

Risk assessment 
Traffic variation 
Airport and 
Sector level 

Source Eurocontrol Network Manager 

https://ansperformance.eu/covid/acft_ground/
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Recovery

Restart a complex socio technological system

Unpredictable 
Normal OPS

Or 
New normal?

Humans 
And 

Human Factors 

Structural 
changes 

Fundamental 
surprises 

Risk 
assessment 

models 
Expectations 

New sources 
of complexity

New stressors 
on system 

economicsPolitics
Commercial 

needs 

Outdated 
model of 

operations

How things 
work – what 

has changed?

Counter 
basic 

believes 
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Source digitalprojection.com

Source blog birchwood financial partner

Source convenantgroup.com
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Thanks 
Sesar.coord@ifatca.org
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Federal Aviation
Administration

Safely Navigating the Industry 

Recovery- Human Performance

Jason Demagalski

Human Performance Team Manager

FAA Air Traffic Organization
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Administration

FAA Air Traffic Organization (ATO)

7,200 MAINTENANCE 

TECHNICIANS AND 

ENGINEERS



45Federal Aviation
Administration

Fatigue Risk ManagementHealth and Wellbeing

in the

right roleswith the
right information and the

right skills
and the

right tools
and the

right role modelswith the
right motivation

to do the job?

Do we have the
right people

Human Factors

ATO Human Performance Team

https://my.faa.gov/content/dam/myfaa/org/linebusiness/ato/safety/fully_charged/articles/dream_on.pdf
https://employees.faa.gov/tv/?mediaId=1011
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Issues with current and future state operational levels
Normal Draw Down Posture Near-Term Ramp Up Long-Term Ramp Up

Tr
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c 
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 &
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p
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ty

• Normal traffic levels
• Normal complexity levels
• Normal GA/commercial mix

• Reduced levels
• Reduced complexity
• Flipped GA/commercial mix

• Ramp up in traffic levels
• Relative complexity increase
• Increased commercial

• Slow return to increased traffic
levels and complexity

• Increased commercial
Fa

ci
lit

y 
St

af
fi

n
g 

Le
ve

ls • Normal/full op staffing
• Normal Team

Resource Mgmt
(TRM) mix

• Lower op staffing levels 
required

• Large combined sectors
• Different TRM mix

• Increase in op staffing levels
• Combined sectors
• Return to some previous

TRM mix

• Full op staffing levels
• Return to normal

TRM mix

W
o

rk
Sc

h
e

d
u

le
s

• Rotating five day schedule
• Rotating six day schedule

• Rotating, five in facility and ten 
out of facility

• Rotating, five in facility and 
five out of facility

• Rotating five day schedule
• Rotating six day schedule

Sa
fe

ty
 R

is
k 

M
gm

t

• Known hazards,
managed risks

• Safety assurance

• Known hazards,
managed risks

• New hazards,
new risks

• New mitigations

• Known hazards,
managed risks

• New hazards,
new risks

• New mitigations

• Known hazards,
managed risks

• New hazards,
new risks

• New mitigations

C
o

n
tr

o
lle

r 
P

e
rf

o
rm

an
ce

• High cognitive
engagement

• High human
performance

• Lower engagement
• Different teams
• Complacency
• Skill automation loss
• Slips, lapses
• Lifestyle changes

• Increasing cognitive
engagement

• Skill/learning 
degradation

• Lifestyle changes
• Fatigue

• High cognitive
engagement

• High human
performance

• New habits
• Proficiency/currency drift

HIGH LOW MED HIGH
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Operational ATCO Education
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Pilot Perspective

• Reminding ATCO’s of the 

challenges facing pilots

• Wider approach to Team 

Resource Management
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Supervisor Workshops I

• HP impacts of going in to pandemic posture on the 

operation?

• What is changing in the operation and HP in the current 

phase of COVID?

• Controllers response to COVID and how does this impact 

their performance and behavior in the operation?

• What safety and behavioral issues are we seeing in the 

operation and how can these be addressed?



50Federal Aviation
Administration

Supervisor Workshops II

• How have levels and style of supervision changed over the 

last year? 

• What impact has this had on the operation and how do we 

get back to where we need to be going forward?

• Impacts on Team Resource Management over the last year, 

now and in to the future?

• What considerations do we need to give to training, trainees 

and OJTI’s?
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Training Everyone

• Traffic mix 

• Traffic volume/complexity

• Trainer cues

• Skill degradation 

• Procedure memory

• Physical location

• Trainer proficiency 

• Trainee proficiency 

• Position Relief Briefing 

(PRB)

• Takeover 

• Trainee expectations

• Bravado 
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COVID Impact on Workforce Research

• Operational Safety
– Reduced staffing, scheduling, and traffic levels

– Training delays

• Human Performance
– Skill degradation, procedural changes, and fatigue

– ATC Attitudes

• Future Operational Safety & Human Performance

• Best Practices and Areas for Improvement
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Episode 4

Topic: Organization & Change Management 

throughout a pandemic

Date: Thursday 29 July 2021

Time: 12:30 CEST

Future Webinars – Save the Date



Thank you


